Leading Edge

Geoff Watts : And now to sport (sport theme plays). Last week on Leading Edge we brought you the science of tennis,this week it's the robotic technology of football. While human flesh and spirit have been stretched to the limit in pursuit of the world cup,metal and machinery have also been enacting a mighty struggle in Japan.
Robots of all shapes and sizes have been competing in the 6th annual robocup competition. This year there was something new,a humanoid league in which C3P0 wannabes with arms legs and heads had a chance to exercise their ball skills. A few weeks ago during the pre match training period,Roland Peas went to Gothenburg in Sweden to meet the Sven Goren-Erickson of robotic football Peter Nordeen as he prepared his team for the big day.

Roland Peas : The first step on the road to the big challenge is to assemble the team,in this case,literally,from bits and pieces around the laboratory.

Peter Nordeen : This is our oldest robot,called "Elvis",his name comes from his hip movement,he had shaky hips when he was young,so he was called "Elvis".

Roland Peas :  But he's ...apart from the fact that he's missing a leg at the moment,and we can talk about that later,he's got two arms ,a head....

Peter Nordeen :  Normally he has web cameras here for his eyes,his vision,and he's going through a leg transplant but he looks like a  little human.

Roland Peas :  And then next to Elvis, you've got....?

Peter Nordeen :   This is the little sister of Elvis,called Elvina,she's only 30cm high,less than 30cm. She's one of the smallest human-like robots which can move by themselves.

Roland Peas :  And then the queen of the laboratory is over here.

Peter Nordeen :    Yes,the younger but bigger sister to Elvis,is Prescilla.

Roland Peas :   She's a full human-sized robot.

Peter Nordeen :   Yes,she's built around  a plastic skeleton,so she has all the same dimensions as a human,and she looks a little like the sister of the Terminator!

Roland Peas :   Good idea,scare the opposition. Next step,give your team the basic skills. For Elvis and his android team mates that includes walking,and in Peter Nordeen's lab,that's something they learn for themselves,with a process called "genetic programming" (see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/algo.html ).

Peter Nordeen :  So what we do with Elvis,is that we first program a very crude walk that actually makes him walk very,very slowly,and then evolution improves on that,improves the timing of the motion and the exact position,so he changes the walk,to more stable,faster and maybe more energy efficient.

Roland Peas :  And while he was learning,how stupid did he look?

Peter Nordeen :  Very stupid! And as I said he's called Elvis because he shook his hips a lot and he fell a lot,and you kind of...

Roland Peas :   Sort of staggered around as well,or what?

Peter Nordeen :   Yes,he looked very drunk at some point,and he really went through a lot of different crazy walks. This is something that you...it looks very human when he stumbles,and you attach feelings to that,so it's fun to watch.

Roland Peas :    And just what you need for that dodgy dive in the penalty area.And then finally, you need just to get ready for those big challenges of the match itself. Challenges like...

Peter Nordeen :   One is just standing on one leg, for as long a time as possible. One is walking along the stadium. One is kicking a penalty shot without the goalkeeper,one is kicking with the goalkeeper,and then there are different actual football playing competitions...

Roland Peas :   With teams?

Peter Nordeen :    With teams,yes.

Roland Peas :   With teams,but you've only got the one Elvis,so I guess he can't take part in that?

Peter Nordeen :    Right,so most of the football players,will be yes,one robot against one robot,but he will try to find the ball and kick it in the right direction,something like that.

Roland Peas :    So he's got to learn to kick the ball,which is actually...walking at least is sort of natural ,but kicking a ball...?

Peter Nordeen :  Yes,that's very difficult,standing on one leg and doing a fast movement with the other leg,takes a lot of balance.

Roland Peas :    How far have you got on solving that problem?

Peter Nordeen : So far we haven't done much in that direction.

Roland Peas :    But do you know what you're going to do?

Peter Nordeen :  Yes we will try to put a little kicker on the foot,this is not very human like! But it's not against the rules.

Roland Peas :     So the foot...it won't be that the leg kicks the ball,it'll be that there's a kind of spring loaded gun on the ball? On the foot

Peter Nordeen :  Yes,precisely.

Roland Peas :   The ultimate penalty taker,ready,take aim,fire!

Geoff Watts :  Roland Peas reporting on robocup.Peter Nordeen has just returned from Japan to Sweden,how did the competition go?

Peter Nordeen :   Well,it did go so and so for us,Prescilla our largest robot,broke her foot during a walk demonstration,and we had some interesting experiences,but we didn't win anything,some of the winners were a Danish team who had built 11 robots,11 football playing robots,one called Beckham who didn't do anything - I don't know why! The overall winner of this years humanoid was a Japanese construction with a lot of companies and universities,but we are quite satisfied with what we showed anyway.

Geoff Watts : Peter Nordeen,hope he doesn't suffer the fate of other unsuccessful team managers. Roger we had a passing mention there of genetic programming,this is actually a very ingenious quite powerful idea isn't it?

Roger Highfield : Yes it's being used more and more for all sorts of design problems and in fact one beautiful example,although it dates back a few years now,came from a chap called Carl Sims,who's a kind of combined computer programmer and artist,and he evolved a whole load of video creatures (see Bill Latham members.fortunecity.com/templarser/latham.html ) inside a supercomputer,so he took a series of instructions or genes,some determined their shape,others determined the sort of simplified program of how the creature would respond to its senses,and then he used the processes that alter genetic material in nature,including the way that sex alters genetic material,and then he evolved over hundreds of generations creatures to solve a problem - like to swim.
[This is another reason why the creationist argument " we don't see evolution acting on small scales of time" argument doesn't work - the understanding of natural selection has been copied and reproduced in a computer and produces results which echo nature - the computer can mimic millions of years in minutes - showing that the theory works -LB ( see http://www.sciam.com/article.cfm?articleID=000D4FEC-7D5B-1D07-8E49809EC588EEDF&catID=2 )]
So,and when you saw his creatures,you found that you had every single solution to that problem,you had things that looked like turtles,things that wriggled like corkscrews,snake-like creatures as well,and in fact when he got his programming wrong,they even evolved the glitches in his program!

[Showing that mutations can occur that were not "created" in the first place but are a consequence of "mistakes" and even those "errors" are the source of new variety and possible solutions to problems - it's absurd to question evolution -LB]

So for example,he didn't use the conservation of momentum  [A physical law -LB] properly,and one creature evolved a way to bang itself on the head with a paddle to shift itself along (Geoff laughs).

[The reason that certain things like the kind of creatures in Yellow Submarine are NOT seen is because such laws DO exist and nature has to work within them -LB]

Others actually realised,that when you set a task saying "look get from one side of the computer screen to the other",that one solution to the problem was just to grow very,very,very tall,and then to fall over.

[The BBC experimented with things like this in "Designs for an alien planet" - the ideas have been carried into films like "Evolution" - LB]

So it gave you all sorts of fun solutions to problems you wouldn't have thought of,all blindly sorted out by evolution, a rather lovely example of how you can come up with some really elegant science by just harnessing this blind natural force.

[See also world32,44 & 49.rtf ]

Geoff Watts :  It makes real evolution sound quite dull,Roger thanks. Roger Highfield of the Telegraph.

Back in time now,back more than 500 million years to the precambrian era.If Cambridge palaeontologist Rachel Wood had been alive then and in possession of snorkelling equipment,she might have spotted creatures in the precambrian seas,which to her modern eyes would have come as a bit of a surprise. The creatures were metazoans,multi celled animals in other words,with hard skeletons of calcium carbonate. Biologists wouldn't have expected to find such relatively complex organisms so early in evolutionary history.Rachel Wood of course,was not around in the precambrian,so she's had to make do with digging out the fossilised remnants. On the screen in her office,she showed me a photograph of what she and her co-fossil hunters have found.

Rachel Wood : Well this is a new fossil from Namibia,and it's noteworthy because it's so old,it's precambrian in age...

Geoff Watts :   Which means how old?

Rachel Wood : It's been dated at 548 million years old.

Geoff Watts :   And what sort of an organism is this?

Rachel Wood : We don't really know is the short answer,it could be a type of sponge or it could be a type of coral But it shows characteristics of both of these forms [So it could be a common ancestor of both,rather like that which connects us and apes -LB]

Geoff Watts :   Can you describe what it is that we're looking at. I mean it...

Rachel Wood :  Yes,this is a photograph of an outcrop and it's the surface of a reef,and this particular fossil is attached to a fissure or a cleft within the reef,it's growing on the walls,and it has an open tubular form,you can see here,this is actually a cross-section,showing this open network or tubules,it looks a little bit like a cauliflower,this particular example.It's about 10cm  in height and width,but in fact,individual specimens can probably reach up to about a metre in diameter,so it is really a radically different fossil.

Geoff Watts :   And what is surprising about this? Because the whole point about this,is that you wouldn't have expected something of this age would you?

Rachel Wood :  That's what...it's surprising because it's simply far more complex,and indeed much larger than anything we've found in the precambrian before,in terms of fossils with a mineralised skeleton.

Geoff Watts :   So this complexity is arising what you're saying at least 15 million years earlier than we'd hitherto suspected?

Rachel Wood :   That's right,that's right.

Geoff Watts :    Is this just a question that we got the dates a bit wrong when these events happened or could this actually change the way we think about the emergence of more complex life forms d'you think.

[Not that dates being "a bit wrong" - does not mean thousands instead of millions of years - but inaccuracies measured in terms of millennia - there is no problem about the scale of time being referred to,and even so no one is questioning that evolution is the operating principle by which complexity is arising -LB]

Rachel Wood :   Well we know that the cambrian explosion,which is this occurrence around the precambrian - cambrian boundary,about 543 million years ago was very,very rapid. It's when we see a huge burgeoning of complexity,but also it was also a time when the lights were switched on,when the fossil record of hard parts first appeared. So in some ways because this event was so rapid,in some ways it's not surprising that this form appeared around this time,but nevertheless 15 million years is still reasonably significant,it does perhaps suggest that the cambrian explosion was a slightly more protracted event,than we'd previously thought.

Geoff Watts :   Rachel Wood,of Schlomberger research in Cambridge. Next time radar for checking up on high fliers,not aircraft but insects.


[See also Edge1.rtf]
























































